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Let u be a unipotent element in a complex semisimple group G and let 3,, 
be the variety of Bore1 subgroups of G which contain u. 
In [4, 51, Springer has defined a representation of W, the Weyl group of 
G, on the homology of 2:, and showed how to decompose the W- 
representation in the top homology of .53’U so that all irreducible represen- 
tations of W are obtained. His mehod used etale cohomology of algebraic 
varieties in characteristic p. 
In this paper, we shall give an elementary construction (independent of 
&ale cohomology) of the Springer representation of W in the top homology 
of sU. At the same time, we shall construct a representation of W X W in 
the top homology of the variety Z of all triples (u, B, B’), where u runs 
through the set of unipotent elements in G and B E .-%‘u, B’ E AT’,, . The 
variety Z has been studied by Steinberg [6] and Cross (unpublished Durham 
thesis). In a letter (1977) to one of us, Springer defined a representation of 
W X W on the homology groups of Z (using the methods of [4]); he conjec- 
tured that the representation in the top homology of 2 is the two-sided 
regular representation of W and showed how this could be used to prove the 
completeness of the set of W-representation in the top homologies of z#,,. 
1. 
In this paper, (except in Section 4) all topological spaces are assumed to 
be locally compact and Hausdorff. For such a space X, we denote by H,(X) 
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the homology groups with arbitrary support and rational coefficients in the 
sense of Bore1 and Moore [ 11. When X is homeomorphic to K - K’, where K 
is a finite polyhedron and K’ is a subpolyhedron (which will be always the 
case for the spaces considered below), the group H,(X) may be identified 
with the relative singular homology H,(K, K’). If X, Y are two spaces and 
f :X-1 Y is a continuous proper map, there is an induced map 
f*: H,(X) + H,(Y). If g: X-t Y is another such map, we say that $, g are 
properly homotopic (and we write f N g) if there exists a continuous proper 
map F: Xx [0, l] -+ Y such that f(x) = F(x, 0), g(x) = F(x, 1) for all x E X. 
This implies that f* = g,. We say that f: X-P Y is a. proper homotopy 
equivalence if f is continuous, proper and there exists a continuous, proper 
map f’: Y+X such that fs’ N 1, f’f N 1. The set of proper homotopy 
equivalences f: X-P Y will be denoted r(X, Y). The set obtained from 
Sr(X, Y) by identifying any two elements of x(X, Y). which are properly 
homotopic will be denoted g(X, Y). If f E x(X, Y), we denote by [f ] its 
class in F(X, Y) and by [f 1-l its inverse in F( Y, X). 
2. 
Assume that X is a (complex) algebraic variety. Let E + X be an algebraic 
locally trivial principal G-bundle. The group G acts by conjugation on the 
variety 9 of all Bore1 subgroups of G, hence we can form the associate 3% 
bundle l? = E XG .9 4 X. We assume given an algebraic action 
9: Cc X l? + ,?? of the additive group of C on i? such that for any e^ E fi, t E @, 
we have 9(t, 6) E x-‘(~(6)). Let 8, = {C E ,?? ] 9(t, 6) = 2, for all t E C}. This 
is a closed subvariety of 8. 
We shall now construct in the special case where G = PGL,(C), an 
element [a] in fl(,!?, ,8,). We choose a closed neighbourhood U of 8, in J!? 
such that the inclusion i: 8, + U is a proper homotopy equivalence. Next, we 
choose a riemannian metric on each projective line n-‘(x), depending 
continuously on x E X, such that, for any x E X, K-‘(X) is isometric to the 
unit sphere in R3. Then we have a well-defined involution j: & + ,!? whose 
restriction to n-l(x) is the antipodal involution of the two-sphere x-‘(x) for 
any x E X. Finally, we choose a continuous function p: X-r R + such that 
9(t, 6) E U for all (t, 6) E Cc Xj(8,) satisfying ] t ] >, &r(6)). Let !Ej@?,) + U 
be defined by u/(g) = 9(4x(4), 6). We now define Q to be the composition 
where i’ E x( U, 8,) is such that [i’ ] = [i] -I. It is easy to see that 
[a] E q&, E,) . is independent of the choice of U, of riemannian metric 
and of ,u. The following two properties of [a] follow immediately from the 
definition. 
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(2.1) If h is the inclusion of l?, in I?, then h - jh: 8, + 8. 
(2.2) Let X’ c X be a closed subvariety, X” = X-X’, L?’ (resp. 8”) the 
restriction of I? to X’ (resp. to Xl’), (p’ (resp. cp”) the restriction of v, to I?’ 
(resp. to I?“) and let a’ (resp. a”) be defined in the same way as a, taking X’, 
81, qf (resp. X”, i?‘, p”) instead of X, E, cp. Let N = dim@,). Then we have 
a natural commutative diagram (whose rows are exact) 
(Note that I?;, is closed in 8, and &S, is its complement.) Moreover, if h’ is 
the inclusion &, I c I?, , then ah’ - h’a’ : J??;, + 8,. 
3. 
We now return to the general case where G is no longer PGL,(C). We 
shall identify the Weyl group W of G with the set of G-orbits on 9 x 9; let 
@a be the G-orbit corresponding to w  E W. Let S be the set of simple 
reflections in W. (If s E S, the orbit 0, has dimension equal to v + 1 where 
v = dim(s)). 
For each s E S, we shall define a proper homotopy equivalence 
a,: 8, -+ 8,. To do this, we consider the set 9’ of all parabolic subgroups P 
in G such that (B, B’) E CT, for any two Bore1 subgroups B #B’ contained in 
P. Let l? = E x0 9’” be the 9P”-bundle over X associated to E. There is a 




is commutative. Let pQ c i?” be the fixed point set of this C-action. The 
restriction of ,!? + 8” to sV is a P-bundle 8 -+ L?:, and 8’ c fi is stable 
under the C-action 9. The fixed point set of the @-action on @ is just ,??,. 
Applying our previous construction (2) to the P’-bundle 8’ + & (with 
structure group PGL,(C) and to o, we get a proper homotopy equivalence 
a,: 8, + 8, such that [a,] E g(8,, 6,) is canonical. 
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4. 
Our construction is applicable in the more general situation when X is 
only assumed to be of the form K-K’ with K a finite polyhedron and K’ a 
subpolyhedron, k? is a g-bundle over X which is trivial on each simplex of X 
and e$f, 6) is real algebraic in e^ over each simplex in X. It would be 
interesting to decide whether the map s + [a,] defines a group 
homomorphism W--+9@,, E,). At least, in the setting of (3) (X complex 
algebraic) one can show, using &ale cohomology in characteristic p > 1, as 
in [4], that s + (a,)* defines a group homomorphism W+ Aut(H,(B,,,)). 
(We shall give an elementary proof of this fact in two special cases, in the 
next section.) 
5. 
Take X to be the variety of all tmipotent elements in G, g =X X 9 X 9 
with the natural projection onto X. (This is associated to the trivial principal 
G x G-bundle over X). Define q: C x k? + I? by 
q(t, u, B, B’) = (u, u’Bu-‘, dB’u-‘), 
(tEC,uEX,BE9,B’E~). 
Then 8, = {(a, B, 8’) E g ] u E B, u E B’}. Our construction gives for any 
simple reflection (s, 1) (resp. (1,s)) in W X W an element [a,] (resp. [a:] in 
g(,??, ,8,), and hence an element (a,)* (resp. (a’,)*) in Aut(H,,(g,)). (Note 
that dim@,) = 2v. More precisely, for each w, E W, let C, = {(u, B, B’) E 
,!?T ] (B, B’) E &}. Then C, is irreducible of dimension 2v. The closures 
(GAV, w  are precisely the irreducible components of 8,, see [6].) 
Next, we define @: @ X 6 + ,?? by Q(f, u, B, B’) = (u, u’Bu-‘, B’). Then 
&, = {(u, B, B’) E 2 ] u E B}. Our construction gives for any simple 
reflection s X 1 (resp. 1 X s) in W X W an element [a,] (resp. [LI;]) in 
x(&, 2.). Using (2.1), (2.2), we see that the diagrams 
(5-l) 
(where k is the inclusion 8, c 8,) are commutative for all s E S. 
Next, we recall that, if we fix a maximal compact subgroup Kc G, there 
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is a natural (real algebraic) action j of W on 9: if B E 9, j,(B) is the 
unique Bore1 subgroup such that K n B = K nj,,,(B), (B,j,JB)) E @‘,. 
Hence, we have an action (B, B’) + (j,(B),j,,(B’)) of W X W on 9 X 9. 
Now, 8, + 9 x 9((u, B, B’) -, (B, B’)) is a v-dimensional vector bundle. 
Hence we have the Thorn isomorphism t: H,,(E,) Ej H,,(.%’ X 9). It can be 
checked that, under r, the maps (cl,), , (a”:)*: H4u(E’i) + H,,(,??‘,) correspond 
to 
The map zk,: H.&J + H,,(9 x 9) maps the cycle [C,] to the cycle [d] 
where A is the diagonal in 39 x 9. (Indeed, C, is the inverse image of A 
under .EG -+ 9 X 9). If s , ,..., s, E S, then zk, maps (a,,), . (a,& [C, ] to 
Us,, 11, .t. (j,,, l>e. PI = Us,. .sny I>* PI. 
It follows that the image of tk*: H4#?,J -+ H&3 X 9) contains the 
subspace M of H&3 x 9) spanned by the elements (j,, l)* [A], (w E W). 
But these elements are well known to be linearly independent. Since 
dim H4u(gP) = 1 WI ( a b asis for H&??,) is given by the cycles [Ch,], w E W), 
it follows that tk* defines an isomorphism of H4JEQ) onto M. We have 
(1, j,), [A] = (j,-1, 1) [A]. Thus, M.is a Wx W-submodule of H,,(.Ji?X.Ji?); 
it is the two-sided regular representation of W. Using the isomorphism 
H4”(fiO) 5 A4 it follows that the map (s, 1) + (a,), , (1, s) + (a:)* defines a 
homomorphism W x W -+ Aut HIU(l?J and that, as a W x W-module, 
H4#?J is the two-sided regular representation of W. 
6. 
Let C be a unipotent conjugacy class in G. Let 8, + C be the restriction 
of 8+X to Cc X. We shall denote the restriction of (p to l?, again by o. 
Note that dim@,) = 2v. (See [6]). By induction on dim C, using successively 
the commutative diagrams of form (5. l), we see that the maps (s, 1) + (a,), , 
(1, s) + (a:)* (relative to I?, -+ C) define a homomorphism W x W + 
Aut H4u((l?.C)m) and that, as a W x W-module, we have 
(sum over all unipotent classes C in G). 
Let ZJ E C. By our general construction applied to the case where the 
parameter space is one point, we get for each s E S, a homotopy equivalence 
a,(u): % + su, and hence a homomorphism a,(u)*: H,,,,,(z~,,) + 
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HZ,&9~), where e(u) = dim su. (By [3], all irreducible components of ~8~ 
have the same dimension). Let A(u) be the group of connected components 
of the centralizer of u. Then A(u) permutes the components of .5Yu, hence it 
acts on H,,,,,WJ; commuting with each map a,(u),. There is a natural 
isomorphism 
(A(u)-coinvariants); (here A(u) acts simultaneously on both factors). This 
follows either using the spectral sequence of the libration 8, + C with libres 
~~58~ X 9,, or by using the correspondence [6] between components of E, on 
the one hand, and pairs of components of 9,, modulo the action of A(u) on 
the other hand. Under (5.2), the maps (a,)*, (a’)* correspond to the maps 
a,(u), @ 1, 1 @ a,(u)*. It follows that the map (s, l)+ a,(u)* @ 1. (1, s) + 
1 0 a,(u), delines a homomorphism W X W-, Aut((V@V)A(U)) where 
v= H*e(~)(9~u)* Let (ei)l(i(n be the natural basis of V given by the 
irreducible components of 9,,. We define a map 
(n copies) 
- - 
by u + (u @ e, ,2, @ e2 ,..., u @ e,), where Y @ e, denotes the image of u@ ei 
under V 0 I’+ (V@ V)a(u). Clearly, the map s --) a,(u)* defines a 
homomorphism W+ Aut( V/ker(y)). Let us show that y is injective. Let 
u = cy=, lZ,e, E V be such that y(v) = 0. Then for any 1 < i, < n, we have 
C 5 IZiZ(ei) =Op 
.7EA(U)i0 i= 1 
(6.3) 
where A(u is the isotropy group of e, in A(u). (Note that A(u) acts by 
permuting the basis elements ei.) The identity (6.3) can be written as 
pi, ]A(u)~,] e, + (combination of ei, i # i,) = 0. 
It follows that Aio = 0. Since i, was arbitrary, we have v = 0. Thus y is 
injective, and we have proved that the map s -+ a,(u)* defines a 
homomorphism W+ Aut(H,,,,@$J). The W-module H2e&59,,) is 
isomorphic to its dual (since it is defined over Q). Using now (6.1), (6.2) it 
follows that the W x W-module 
(sum over a set of representatives for the unipotent classes in G) is 
isomorphic to the two-sided regular representation of W. This is Springer’s 
completeness theorem. 
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7. 
The vector space-H,,@,) considered in (4) has two natural bases. One of 
them is the basis ]C,] (w E W), and the other one consists of the elements 
rE defined by the condition that (j,, l)* [d] = rh,(T,). It can be shown that 
[C,] = CYGW (-l)i(N’)--l(Y) n y*H,ry for certain integers ny,w, where < is the 
standard partial order on W. It seems likely that when G = GL,, we have 
n , = P, ,( 1 ), where P, w, 
ais: shoi that for s E S’ 
are the polynomials introduced in [2]. One can 
(a,)* Gl = - Px if sw < w, 
= CJ + r~wl+ c Q, W)[c,l~ if sw > w, 
y< W’ 
SY<Y 
where 6(y, w) are certain non-negative integers. 
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